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would reply, ' because it is so small.' Surely this is
not so; if an atom were as large as a mountain it
would still be 'invisible.' efynjTai di iro/ios, ofy Sn
iariv £\axkrri}, dW 8n ov Sirarat Tiai$T)vai, awadii;
oitra KO.1 d/itroxos Kevou. Even this commonplace
might preclude misconception. Any body, no matter
how small, is ' visible' or ala9i\Tbv, if it possesses
quality, that is, if it is composed of matter with void,
that is, if it can emit elSa\a (Lucret. 1. 687-8}. Any
body, no matter how large, is ' invisible' or vaqrbv, if
it does not possess quality, that is, if it is composed of
matter without void, that is, if it cannot emit elSwXa.
An atom then is invisible, not because of its small-
ness, but because it is without quality, being d/Uroxos
Kevov and so unable to radiate etS(a\a. Therefore, to
say of a thing that it has become ' invisible,' OVK
aiaBip-bv or vorrfrbv, is equivalent to saying, not that
it is too small to be seen—for light can see anything
that can emit elSuXa —but that it has ceased to exist
as a ' res genita,' or a compound of matter and void.

So much being admitted, I think Epicurus' argu-
ment amounts to this:

1. Atoms, like all finite (wpurfiiva) bodies, whether
'visible' or 'invisible,' must have parts, that is,
' extremities' (dKpd, ' cacumina'), e.g. a right side and
a left, to determine their shape. Without this exten-
sion, a body is neither aladrfrbv nor vai\Tbv. But
since the finite cannot contain the infinite, there must
be a point at which the separation of these parts or
' extremities' ceases.

2. Take a visible (aiaBiyrbv) body. Suppose our
sight strong enough to see the smallest body existing
in a qualified form (i.e. matter plus void), e.g. a
particle of gold. To be visible, this gold body must
have gold dxpd determining its shape. But since this
body is the smallest body existing in the sphere of
the visible (rb aladrfrbv), its dupd, which are smaller
still, cannot exist on that sphere except in dxpd of
that body. Apart from it, they would be OVK aUrdrird,
that is, without gold parts determining their shape.
They are, therefore, as gold, inseparable from the
body. If isolated from it, they would cease to be
gold and become ' invisible' matter or atoms.

3. Next, take an invisible (vorirbv) body. Suppose
our reason (our ' mental eye,' as Epicurus calls it)
strong enough to conceive the smallest body existing
in an unqualified form (i.e. matter minus void), e.g.
the atom. To be conceivable (voifrbv), this material
body must have material dicpd determining its shape.
But since this body is the smallest body existing in
the sphere of the conceivable (T6 vvorbv), its dKpd,
which are smaller still, cannot exist in that sphere
except as d/tpd of that body. Apart from it, they
would be oi coijrd, that is, without material parts
determining their shape. They are, therefore, as
material, inseparable from the body. If isolated from
it, they would cease to be matter and become nothing.

The conclusion therefore is, that the atom must
have parts (d«pd), but these parts themselves are
without parts, that is, without extension (d/ueTd/3ara),
and therefore cannot be conceived as existing separate

from the atom. Unextended themselves, they merely
supply the atom with its extension, tri re TA i\ixurm

xal ifuyij(=' una,' Lucret. I. 604), iripara Set vo/dfcw
TGJV fiviK&v T6 KaTafUrfnjfjLa il~ airCav vp&Tiav ('prima,'
Lucret. I. 604) rots /*e(f<x7i ml (\drrixn irapaanevdiovrtt,
T-j Sik \byov deuplq. iirl TSIV aipdrav. ' We must con-
sider these irreducible and simple extremities as the
fundamental basis which supplies the atoms with the
measure of this size for the mental contemplations of
the invisible,' i.e. without its extremities the atom
cannot be conceived as a dimension.

These considerations point to the true meaning of
Lucret. 1. 749 ff.—a crucial passage which has been
seriously misunderstood:

cum videamus id extremum cuiusque cacumen
esse quod ad sensus nostros minimum esse videtur,
conicere ut possis ex hoc, quae cernere non quis
extremum quod habent, minimum consistere ^in

The current translation is : ' though we see that
that is the bounding point of anything which seems
to be least to our senses, so that from this you may
infer that because the things which you do not see
have a bounding point, there is a host in them ' ; with
this explanation : ' in the visible thing, however, the
cacumen seems to be a minimum, in the atom it is
a minimum.' But this, as Giussani observes, is to
reason from a fallacy to a fact. ' Se nel fattos per-
cipiti c'e un inganno, l'induzione fatti per l'imper-
cettibili non ha piu fondamento.' It appears, then,
that esse videtur here does not mean ' seems to be '
but ' is seen to be,' that is, ' is really a minimum in
the sphere of the visible (rb alaBrp-bv).' 'Epicurus
intende un vero minimum, ma nel campo del per-
cettibili.' I therefore translate, taking id as predicate:
' though we see that the extremity of anything is a
thing which, judged by our senses, is seen to be a
minimum, so that from this you can infer that, since
things you cannot see (i.e. atoms) have an extremity,
there is a minimum also in them' (supplying ' et illis'
with Postgate), and the argument will be : since our
senses tell us that the dicpbv of a qualified or visible
body is a minimum in the sphere of rb alaBijrbv, our
reason infers that the dxpbv of an unqualified or
invisible body (the atom) is a minimum in the sphere
of rd voryrbv. W. T. L.

EURIP. BACCH. 659.

ilfieU S4 <roi fievoS/uv, oi <p(v£ov/j£da.

O N seeing (at page 216 of the present volume of
The Classical Review) Mr. J. U. Powell's conjecture
<r<f, nominative plural of awt, instead of the ' awk-
ward' croi of the MSS., it has occurred to me that
the reading here is :

i)Heis S' lea fuvoiifiev, ov <f>ev£ov/j,eda.
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